Discovery Proteomics
From Discovery to Market:

TOPLAB has gained extensive experience and expertise
in proteome projects, using stable isotope labelling
techniques like ICPL™ or iTRAQ for relative or absolute
protein quantification.
Collaborative projects, for example with the
“Blutspendedienst” of the Bavarian Red Cross, allowed
for a patient specific analysis of plasma. Samples from
patients with colon cancer were analyzed, monitoring
changes in the protein expression level over a long
period of time for the identification of potential tumor
markers.
Classical proteome analysis is done using DIGE for
multiplexing as a highly parallel 2D electrophoresis
method.

The aim of TOPLAB is to support its clients with
experienced staff, modern technologies and high end
facilities to achieve confident results in the shortest
time with calculable costs.
We support you with our technologies during all stages
of the drug development pipeline including: Discovery
Phase and Research, Process and Analytical
Development, Production Quality Control through to
Regulatory Approval and Batch Release Testing.
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As a validation tool, a modern next
generation mass spectrometer like
the QTRAP 5500 (ABI) offers a time
scheduled targeted proteome
analysis to monitor a large number of
proteins during a single run by MRM
(Multiple Reaction Monitoring).
The absolute concentration of a
selected set of proteins can be
determined for hundreds of patients
at the lowest concentration levels.
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Quality Management System
Ensures Controlled Analyses
in a Certified Lab:
We offer our clients our expertise and a complete
package of analytical services, tailored to your
specific needs. We will guide you for better decisions
and help you to fulfill regulatory requirements
according to ICH guidelines. A comprehensive quality
management system ensures reproducible analyses
on highest levels and guarantees transparency
through all processes.
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A DIGE based, proprietary technique for HCP analysis
has been developed, allowing for fast and sensitive
quantification and identification of host cell proteins.
The method has been validated and is approved by
legal authorities.
A key expertise of TOPLAB is the analysis and
characterization of recombinant proteins using a set of
methods under GLP conform conditions. Classical
Edman sequencing as well as mass spectrometric
methods in combination with nano-HPLC are applied
to analyze, e.g., recombinant antibodies for diagnostic
and therapeutic use.
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(2D-PAGE) - DIGE - HCP
chromatography, gel based and gel free proteomics
ICPL - iTRAQ - quantitative mass spectrometry
nano-LC-MS - MS/MS - PMF - MRM - N-terminal
protein sequencing according to Edman - PMF - de
novo peptide sequencing - validation plasma
proteomics - host cell protein analysis
Offgel electrophoresis - antibody characterization
MRM - protein sequencing - ESI-MS/MS
Gel electrophoresis

Company Profile
TOPLAB provides a GLP conform technology platform
for contract research and fee-for-service products with
high end research facilities for proteomics and protein
analytics, target and biomarker discovery and
validation. The company has outstanding expertise in
proteome analysis, protein identification and
characterization with more than 15 years experience,
both with its own scientists and in research
collaborations with leading academic scientists in the
field of proteomics.
A portfolio of proprietary technologies has been
developed and/or licensed that is able to significantly
enhance the rate of discovery of potential diagnostic
markers and novel therapeutic targets.

chromatography - nano-LC - HCP analysis
proteomics - ELISA - western blot - N-terminal
protein sequencing - peptide mass fingerprint

To guarantee highest performance to its customers,
TOPLAB practices comprehensive and systematic
quality management, approved by regulatory
authorities. Quality, as a significant attribute of
performance is the result of careful planning and subject
of constant controls.
This is a verifiable prerequisite and part of our
cooperation with customers, who frequently convince
themselves of compliance with this statement as well. In
recent years, numerous renowned pharmaceutical
companies carried out external audits with TOPLAB.
With the controlled quality of its work, TOPLAB has
acquired high trust levels with many significant
companies in the pharmaceutical industry.
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